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Data Security Platform
Reduce Risk. Achieve Compliance. Lower Investigation Times.
All organizations should have the ability to know at any time how
their users are interacting with their critical systems and data. To
do this, we take a data-centric approach to security, allowing you
to focus on what matters most.

Our Data Security Platform provides organizations with one consolidated
solution for enterprise-level insight into your data and the surrounding
systems - on-premise or in the cloud. Whether you’re trying to address
data breaches, privilege abuse, insider threats or compliance - RSI is here
to help.

Address key areas of data-centric security

Reduce Risks to
Your Security

Achieve &
Maintain
Compliance

Data Classification
Discover, tag, classify and score your sensitive
data based on the associated risk.
Data Access Governance
Determine who has access to what and whether
those access levels are appropriate.
User Behavior Analytics
Track user interaction with your data and
systems and identify potential anomalies.

Detect,
Investigate &
Respond to
Threats

Change Auditing & Reporting
Audit, report and alert on changes to security
states, permissions and data.

Protect Core Systems - On Premise & In the Cloud
Integrate with any of
your apps or SIEM
solutions for even
wider coverage.
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HOW IT WORKS
Focus on Your Compliance &
Cyber Risk Intelligently

From audit readiness to strategic security initiatives, we’ve
got your back throughout your entire Cyber Risk Journey

THE RSI DIFFERENCE
Strategic Virtual CISO (vCISO) Every Step of the Way
Provide Strategic Advisory during your assessment to ensure
we accurately gauge your threat environment
Assist your efforts to enhance your security posture an
increase your cyber confidence
Support your organization in remediation efforts after the
assessment has been completed

Identify and resolve security incidents quickly through
real-time and intuitive dashboards and reporting.

Intuitive Dashboard

Instantly see a summary of all changes
made from a single dashboard. View
changes as they are happening with
our Live Feed feature. Spot trends and
anomalies in user behavior.

Real Time Alerting

Create instant alerts when specified
events occur. Build threshold alerts to
help identify threats. Receive real time
alerts straight to the app, console or a
specific email address.
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Managed Security Services - 24x7
RSI consults, architects, deploys and supports complete
compliance and cyber security initiatives.
With RSI’s expertise and years of experience, organizations
are better able to protect themselves from preventable
incidents, efficiently respond to unexpected events, and
quickly mitigate threats.

Universal Auditing

The Data Security Platform covers any
cloud platform with numerous out of
the box templates - making it the best
in class when it comes to on-premise
and cloud data security.

Mobile App

Track changes on the go with a live
feed of changes/alerts as they happen
can be found on your mobile.
Designed to work on any Apple or
Android enabled device.

Granular Reporting

Hundreds of compliance-ready reports
for easy and quick access to
compliance-related data. Quickly
identify the 'who, what, where and
when' of any change by email or
delivered to the mobile app.

Data Access Governance

Detailed analysis and alerts on user
behavior with sensitive data, and
ensure appropriate access rights by
analyzing permissions to your
unstructured data.

About RSI: Since 1982, RSI has provided innovative technology solutions, advanced professional services and
fully automated solutions for effective business workflow. With RSI, clients realize that relationships matter,
and our quality is embedded into our culture. Through our proven Assess-Remediate-Maintain process, RSI
helps clients manage complexity and drive a return on your IT investment. We serve the enterprise with
proactive cyber security solutions, custom software development for business process improvement, and
advanced IT operations to create greater efficiencies. RSI uniquely supports remote data collection through
advanced drone flight services.
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